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Abstract: We present a model for forced oscillatory motion of vocal folds. In this model, we incorporate
oscillatory motion of the glottis by considering the moments of glottis about its fulcrum point which is very
similar to seesaw motion. By changing the position of the fulcrum point, we can have different scenarios for
the motion of the glottis. Forced oscillatory motion of vocal folds, together with the solution of Navier-Stokes
equations, approximates the flow within an idealized human glottis. Typical results are obtained by considering
Reynolds number 1000 for the cases when fulcrum point is in the middle of the glottis and when it divides the
glottis in the ratio 1:3. Fulcrum point plays a pivotal role in determining the characteristics of glottal flow. It has
strong effect on the central pressure and axial velocity profiles, cross-sectional velocity profiles at the inlet,
outlet and within the glottal constriction and formation and structure of vortices in the glottal flow. When the
fulcrum point is located nearer the entry section, amplitude of the forward flow at the entry decreases, reverse
flow at the outlet is reduced, jet flow is smoothed out at the outlet and flow separation locations are
concentrated at the exit.
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INTRODUCTION can be approximated by boundary layer theory [22] and it

Vibration of the vocal folds plays a central role in the distribution, friction factor which contribute considerably
production of human voice. A mathematical and numerical in the oscillation of the vocal folds. 
model could be very helpful in the study of laryngeal The behavior of fluid motion in the glottal
aerodynamics. Due to flow-induced vibration of the vocal constriction is looked like incompressible and earlier
fold is, computational simulations of vocal fold oscillation works show that along with monopole source, a dipole
include h airflow and tissue dynamics models. source should have significant importance in the voiced

The simplest models are one- and two-mass models sound production [23]. The sound pressure cannot be
which were presented by Flanagan and Landgraf and estimated well with the Navier-Stokes solvers at low Mach
Ishizaka and Flanagan respectively [1, 2]. These models numbers. Alternatively a two step procedure has been
are  assumed  to  be  one  dimensional,  inviscid   and reported in [24-25]. The aerodynamic sources are
quasi-steady so that the Bernoulli’s law can be applied. computed in the first step which are, then, used to
Many improvements and variations to these models have estimate the propagation and radiation of the sound in the
been employed in [3-8]. next step. Some effort has been made in compressible form

Some important effects such as flow separation in the of the Navier-Stokes equations but leads to concern
glottis [9,10], Coanda effect [11-12], intraglottal pressure about the order of magnitude between acoustic
and velocity distribution [10, 12-16], glottal airflow rate fluctuations   and other variations in the fluid variables
[10, 17, 18], pulsating air jet flows [19-21] and supraglottal [26, 27].
jet turbulence [12] have been studied in higher dimension The flow behavior has also been investigated over a
by means of the computational dynamics. The wide range of wall-mounted geometries [28-39] and it is
experimental and numerical results indicate that the airflow shown that the presence of a polyp disrupts the normal

is greatly influenced by the wall motion [4, 9] as pressure
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flow behavior of the glottal jet throughout the phonatory velocity, velocity at the inlet, the fulcrum point and the
cycle which has adverse impact on the aerodynamic outlet and flow separation location have also been
loadings that drive the vocal fold motion [40]. presented for two different positions of the fulcrum point.

A number of studies have been focused on the
choice of the material properties. For isotropic materials, Geometric Description of the Glottal Model: The purpose
Poisson’s ratios of 0.45 [41], 0.3 [42] and 0.49 [43] have of this work is to simplify vocal folds tissue mechanics by
been used in the computational models of the vocal folds. two dimensional forced oscillation model and to study the
Moreover, a transversely isotropic material model is airflow through the glottis. Here, the design and temporal
considered by Tao and Jiang [44-45] and Zheng et al. [46]. deformation of glottal walls is an extension of the work
Recently, the sensitivity of the model motion to the presented by Alipour et al. in [14], in which they used
Poisson’s ratio have been explored in [47]. constant glottal entry diameter by fixing first margin line

As the flow leaves the glottis, it forms a jet in the at the glottal entry section while the glottal exit diameter
supra-glottis region. A number studies have also been was variable due to sinusoidal movement of the second
focused on the air jet flow [12, 19-21, 48-49]. In several margin line along the vertical direction. In our work, we
works, it has been observed that the glottal jet may vary incorporate variation of both the glottal entry and the exit
considerably from one cycle to the next [45-46, 50-54] and diameters by introducing a fulcrum point in the glottal
has its significant effects on speech production [20, 50-51, surface about which the surface performs forced
55]. Furthermore,  both  half-models  and full oscillatory motion due to the vertical sinusoidal
geometrically-symmetric models have also been movement of only one margin line. The motion of the
considered in [26, 41-43, 45, 56-58]. glottis about its fulcrum point resembles seesaw motion

In the present work, we develop a mathematical about its fulcrum point. This model may be considered as
model for forced oscillation of vocal folds and investigate a generalization of the model proposed by Alipour et. al.
the effect of seesaw based rotary motion of glottal [14].
boundaries on glottal velocity fields and other flow The geometry of the glottal model is  shown in
properties. The design and oscillation of glottal surface is Figure 1 as a channel symmetric about its centre line. The
an extension of the work presented by Alipour et al. in length of the channel is L measured parallel to both the
[14]. They employed a forced oscillation model to plane of symmetry and the direction of airflow while H is
demonstrate the capability of numerical technique in the height of the channel G  and G  are representing the
laryngeal aerodynamics. In their work, the glottal entry inlet and the outlet locations of the glottal entry and exit
diameter was constant with fixed margin line in both sections respectively. The glottal surface is constituted of
directions while the glottal exit diameter was variable with two sinusoidal curves connected with a straight line
sinusoidal vertical movement of the second margin line. In segment at the points  and  [1]. The
our work, we incorporate the variable glottal entry and exit
diameters by adjusting the horizontal position of first
margin line on the medial glottal surface with only one
oscillator at the second margin line. By this arrangement,
the motion of the glottal surface looks like a seesaw
motion in which different horizontal positions of first
margin line lead to different scenarios for the motion of
the glottis. It also seems to be reasonable to investigate
only 2D flow fields because flow field in the glottal region
does not change along the anterior-posterior axis. This
approach reduces considerable numerical computation.
Both vocal folds are assumed to vibrate symmetrically in
a regular phonation resulting into further reduction in the
computational domain by a factor 1/2. To examine the
effects of seesaw like motion of glottal walls on fluid flow,
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow are
solved numerically by using commercial software Fluent
6.3. Further, profiles of central airflow pressure, central

1 2

surface represented by the line segment between the
points  and  may be regarded as glottal
constriction. Two vertical margin lines are introduced in
the model to execute the forced oscillation of the glottal
surface and control the amplitude of the entry and exit
diameters of the glottis. The margin line H  at the exit2

section of the glottal constriction is fixed horizontally but
can perform forced vertical sinusoidal movement with a
frequency f. The other margin line H  is only horizontally1

adjustable to change the fulcrum point  on the
medial glottal surface but fixed vertically. The forced
vertical sinusoidal   movement  of  H   leads  to  the2

quasi-seesaw motion of the glottal surface about its
fulcrum point . Here, the prefix quasi has two
implications. One is that the position of fulcrum point is
not fixed rather it is adjustable. The other is that the paths
traced  by  the  points   and  are
assumed to be vertical line segments under the  condition
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Fig.1: Geometry of the glottal channel. Fig. 2: Schematic animation of glottal surface with

of  sufficiently small amplitude of forced oscillation. These
implications follow the horizontally fixed position of H Mathematically, we have 2

and the variable horizontal position of H . The design of1

present model has an advantage of controlling amplitudes (1)
of the entry and the exit diameters of the glottal (2)
constriction with only one parameter which is the
horizontal position of the fulcrum point. This, in turn, where y  is the mean height, f is the frequency and B is the
gives control over the extreme values of the constriction amplitude. In seesaw motion, both arms of the seesaw
entry and exit cross-sectional areas. When the fulcrum have opposite vertical motion with each other and one
point is at the middle of the glottal surface, these end is a time delay version of the other end. In the present
amplitudes are same as depicted by Figure 2. When it is
moved from the middle position towards the constriction
entry section, the amplitude of the entry diameter
decreases while that of exit diameter increases as
demonstrated in Figure 4. It may be noted that by such
variation, minimum cross-sectional area during oscillation
at the entry section increases while that at the exit section
decreases and that the former remains always greater than
the later when the fulcrum point is to the left of the middle
point. The extreme case of fulcrum point being at the entry
point , leads to zero amplitude at the entry section
while maximum amplitude at the exit section with minimum
entry flow area at its maximum value and minimum exit
flow area at its minimum value. As the fulcrum point is
moved from the entry to the middle point, the above
variations go other way round. Similarly, when fulcrum
point marches from middle position towards the exit
section, the amplitude of the entry diameter begins to
increase relative to that of the exit diameter. Furthermore,
similar observations can be noticed if we consider that H1

has vertical sinusoidal movement, fixed at the entry
section while H  is adjustable along horizontal direction to2

mark the fulcrum point on the glottis.

fulcrum point at the middle of the glottis.

0

case, the mean position delay time is  as both ends

of the seesaw have opposite directions with phase
difference of 180 . So,º

Using Eq. (3), we have, 

(3)

Further, suppose that the glottis line is divided in the
ratio m : n about the fulcrum point. Then Eqs. (2) and (3)
can be rewritten as

(4)
(5)

where mB = D and nB = E.

We now demonstrate the oscillation of glottal surface
and convergent-divergent configurations of the vocal
folds for different positions of the fulcrum point. 
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Fig. 3: Convergent ( >0), parallel ( =0)  and divergent
( <0)  configurations of vocal folds for two cycles
of oscillation when the fulcrum point is at the
middle of the glottis.

Fig. 4: Schematic animation of glottal surface with
fulcrum point dividing the glottis in the ratio 1:3

First, we keep H  at the middle of the glottis to mark1

the position of fulcrum point while H  has sinusoidal2

variation along the vertical direction. During the forced
oscillation of H  the animation of the glottal surface2

resembles seesaw motion as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2
also demonstrates that the minimum constriction entry
diameter in the extreme divergent configuration is similar
to the minimum constriction exit diameter in the extreme
convergent configuration. A convergent-parallel-
divergent configuration of the present case has been
shown in Figure 3. We note that the constriction is
convergent when  > 0, parallel when  = 0 and divergent
when  < 0. 

Fig. 5: Convergent ( >0), parallel ( =0)  and divergent
( <0)  configurations of vocal folds for two
cycles of oscillation when the fulcrum point
divides the glottis in the ratio 1:3.

As  described  earlier,  by  varying  the  position of
the  fulcrum  point,  we  have  different  types of
animation patterns of the glottal surface. Figure 4
illustrates  the  case  when  the  location  of    fulcrum
point is  represented  by    We   also
note  that  the  minimum   entry   diameter   in     the
extreme divergent configuration is greater than the
minimum exit diameter in the extreme convergent
configuration. Figure 5 shows a convergent-parallel-
divergent configuration of the present case. Despite its
simple design and forced sinusoidal oscillation of only
one margin line, both the entry and the exit diameters have
been given variation by introducing fulcrum point on the
glottis.

Mathematical Model: The governing equations which
describe the air flow through larynx are continuity and
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. In the present work,
an incompressible, laminar and unsteady airflow has been
considered. The laryngeal airflow through small
constriction produces jet-like shape, so we can consider
this airflow as laminar. 

The dimensionless continuity and Navier-Stokes
equations are:

(6)

(7)
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where  is the velocity field,  is the

Reynolds number based on the height of the channel H
and inlet axial velocity U  is the pressure (in Pascal) and0

t is the time (in seconds).

Numerical Simulation: Geometry of the glottal model was
constructed with the help of commercial software
GAMBIT. The glottal configuration is symmetric about
the centre line as shown in Figure 1. The glottal entry and
exit sections have been designed with sinusoidal curves
and the constriction entry and exit diameters can have
variation from a maximum value of 0.35 cm to a minimum
value 0.12 cm during the oscillation. Further, the glottal
constriction is constructed by a straight line
approximately 0.9 cm in length while half of the height H
of the glottal channel is about 1.3 cm. Meshing and
specification of boundary types on glottal geometry were
performed in the GAMBIT software. This software also
allows to export the geometry of the glottal channel with
meshing and boundary types in many formats. The
unsteady Navier-Stokes equations with glottal geometry
were solved using FLUEN which is a commercial CFD
software that provides complete mesh flexibility and can
solve a very wide variety of flow problems. An export file
containing mesh and boundary data was generated by
GAMBIT in a format readable by the FLUENT. A UDF
(User Define Function) file was created to accommodate
the motion of glottal surface. All the necessary operations one cycle of oscillation for both the cases, separately. We
of loading mesh & UDF files, specifying boundaries,
defining fluid properties, executing the solution, refining
the mesh and viewing the results were carried out through
the graphical user interface of FLUENT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present section, we consider two cases of
glottal surface dynamics to study the flow behavior within
the constriction: one in which the fulcrum point lies in the
middle of the glottis and the other in which the fulcrum
point divides the glottal surface in the ratio 1:3. We, first,
present our simulation results for the central line pressure
and velocity respectively, from the inlet position G  to the1

outlet position G  shown in Figure 1. Then, we give the2

axial velocity profiles at three cross sections, the glottal
inlet, the fulcrum point position and the glottal exit
respectively. Finally, the flow separation locations with
convergent-divergent angle have been shown during two
cycles of oscillation. The numerical simulation has  been

Fig. 6: Central pressure profiles for mid-glottal fulcrum
point (a) Central pressure gradient from extreme
convergent to extreme divergent configuration, (b)
central pressure gradient from extreme divergent
to extreme convergent configuration

performed with constant inlet flow compatible with
constant subglottal pressure and rendering Reynolds
number Re = 1000. The frequency f of the oscillator is
assumed to be 20 for all the cases considered in the
present work. Time step is taken to be uniform and equal
to 0.0001 in the time integration of Navier-Stokes
equations.

First of all, we present the central line pressure during

adjust H  in such a way that the location of fulcrum point1

is at the middle of glottis (i.e. m : n = 1 : 1) as shown in
Figure 2. The oscillation of H  generates symmetric motion2

of glottal surface about its fulcrum point. This motion of
glottis is represented by the governing Eqs. (4) and (5)
with  the  assumption  that cm, D = 0.1150 and
E= 0.1150. Figure 6 demonstrates variation of central
pressure from inlet of the glottis to the glottal exit marked
as G  and G  respectively in Figure 1. The solid line1 2

represents the convergent configuration of vocal folds
while dot-dashed line makes their divergent configuration.
The legends shown in Figure 6 correspond to the angle of
glottal surface, . Part (a) corresponds to transition from
the extreme convergent to the extreme divergent
configuration of vocal folds while part (b) illustrates the
transition from the extreme divergent to the extreme
convergent configuration. We observe that there is a
significant pressure drop near the glottal inlet from the
convergent  configuration  to   the   divergent      one
while   recovery  of  pressure  occurs  from  the  divergent
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Fig. 7: Central pressure profiles when fulcrum point Fig. 8: Central velocity profiles for mid-glottal fulcrum
divides the glottal surface in the ratio 1 : 3 (a) point (a) Central velocity gradient from extreme
Central pressure gradient from extreme convergent convergent to extreme divergent configuration, (b)
to extreme divergent configuration, (b) central central pressure gradient from extreme divergent
pressure gradient from extreme divergent to to extreme convergent configuration.
extreme convergent configuration.

configuration to the convergent configuration mainly configuration within the glottis. Further, lag time of
depending on the motion of glottal surface. Furthermore, pressure drop and pressure gradient is lesser than that in
there is a lag time of sharp pressure drop and pressure the previous case of Figure 6. The Figure 7 further
gradient from the extreme convergent to the extreme indicates that when the fulcrum point is taken nearer to
divergent configurations depending on the minimum the entry section, pressure profiles are closely spaced and
cross sectional area during the motion of glottal surface. almost of same shape during the divergent configurations
In the extreme divergent configuration when the minimum implying smaller variation of pressure in these
cross section area is near the glottal entry, a sharp and configurations. Since negative pressure in both
early pressure drop occurs near the glottal entry and some configurations points to the flow reversal, we may
recovery of pressure takes place with in the glottis while observe significant decrease in flow reversal in Figure 7
in the convergent configuration, delayed sharp pressure due to change in the fulcrum point location. 
drop occurs near the glottal exit and no recovery of Now, we exhibit our results of axial velocity at the
pressure takes place within the glottis. Figure 6 also central line/line of symmetry of the channel. Figure 8
indicates that there is negative pressure in both displays the velocity profiles from inlet of the glottis to
configurations which signifies flow reversal at the glottal exit marked as G  and G  in Figure 1 when the
separation points due to the motion of glottal wall and fulcrum point is taken at the middle of the glottal surface.
constriction of glottis. For the convergent configuration, Solid lines represent the convergent configuration of
the reversal occurs for  = 14.3° and  = 10.8° near the vocal folds and dot-dashed lines the divergent
glottal exit in both parts of Figure 6 while for divergent configuration of vocal folds. The angles displayed at
configuration, it occurs within the glottis for all values of suitable positions represent the legend of the curves. Part

 except  =- 0.18° in both parts and  =-3.7° in part (b). (a) corresponds to transition from the extreme convergent
Figure 7 shows variation of the central pressure from to the extreme divergent configuration of vocal fold while

inlet of the glottis to the glottis exit for the case in which part (b) illustrates the transition other way round. Figure
fulcrum  point  divides  the glottal surface in the ratio m : 8 illustrates a considerable increase in central axial
n = 1 : 3 with y = 0.2350 cm, D = 0.038 and E = 0.038. We velocity near the minimum cross sectional area of vocal0

note that there is also a considerable pressure drop near folds during the oscillation of glottal wall in both
the inlet of the glottis but smoother and smaller than that configurations. In convergent-divergent configuration,
in the previous case. Small recovery of pressure has  also the  maximum  rise  of  axial velocity   occurs   near     the

been noted from the divergent to the convergent

1 2
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Fig. 9: Central velocity profiles when fulcrum point We can easily view similarity in these profiles. Figure 10
divides the glottal surface in the ratio 1:3 (a) (a) reflects that the peak velocity for every glottal
Central velocity gradient from extreme convergent configuration is located at the centre of the inlet to the
to extreme divergent configuration, (b) central glottis. Further, the peaks grow higher from convergent to
pressure gradient from extreme divergent to divergent configurations and vice versa. So, the lowest
extreme convergent configuration peak occurs in the velocity profile for the extreme

constriction exit in the extreme convergent case while the extreme divergent case. This is due to the fact that the
retardation of axial velocity takes place until a parallel forward flow grows up as the minimum cross section
configuration is reached. From parallel to divergent approaches near the inlet. The negative velocity at the
configuration, axial velocity again starts increasing and sides of velocity profiles indicates flow reversal during
reaches a maximum value in the extreme divergent near the the oscillation of glottal surface. 
entry. The figure also depicts the fact that retardation in Figure 10 (b) shows the axial velocity profiles within
velocity takes place past the closest part of the the glottis at the fulcrum point position which is half way
constriction of a configuration depending upon the flow the glottal surface. To some extent, dissimilarity with
reversal pattern in the downstream region. A lag time of respect to time may be observed in these profiles. It is
position can be observed between the maxima of velocity also notable that the middle part of the velocity profiles
profiles during the convergent configurations and those tends to be flat no matter whether the configuration is
of velocity profiles during the divergent configurations. from convergent to parallel or divergent to parallel.

Figure 9 shows the variation of central velocity from Further, small velocity steps have been found on each
the glottal inlet to the glottal exit in the case when fulcrum corner of the profiles. This part also implies that the
point divides the glottal surface in the ratio 1:3. Both parts corners of mid-glottal velocity profiles are rounded in the
of Figure 9 illustrate that the velocity profiles of extreme convergent configuration and advance to flat
convergent configurations have greater variation near the corners as the configuration tends to be extreme
closest part of the glottal constriction than those of divergent. The steep rise of forward flow in the extreme
divergent configurations when the fulcrum point is divergent case indicates the formation of jet like flow
located near the constriction entry. This is in consistent which starts to loose from extreme divergent to extreme
with our previous observation of central pressure profiles convergent.
for the case under consideration. Further, retardation in all The axial velocity profiles at the outlet of the glottis
velocity profiles past the closest part of constriction has presented in Figure 10 (c) show that the positive middle
now decreased with the change in position of the fulcrum velocity peaks are very narrow in width and steep as
point which is in line with the reduction in flow reversal compared to velocity peaks found in Figure 10 (a) which
observed in Figure 7. A small lag time of position can also is the sign of formation of jet-like forward flow. The axial
be seen between the maxima of velocity profiles during velocity profiles are significantly dissimilar in pattern and
the convergent configurations and those of velocity have many small velocity steps near the middle velocity
profiles during the divergent configurations. peaks. These profiles show complex phenomena and have

Here, we present in Figure 10 simulation results of
axial velocity at glottal inlet, fulcrum point location and
glottal outlet for different convergent-divergent
configurations of the glottis when the fulcrum point is
taken at its middle point. In the current figure, solid lines
display the axial velocity profiles in convergent to
divergent configurations while dot-dashed lines represent
those for divergent to convergent configurations. The
legends shown in Figure 10 (a) and 10 (b) correspond to
the solid curves in the order from bottom to top and to the
dot-dashed curves in the order from top to bottom. In
Figure 10 (c), the legends are shown at suitable positions
for all the curves. Figure 10 (a) gives the axial velocity
profiles at the inlet of the glottis for various values of .

convergent case while the highest peak occurs in that for
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Fig. 10: Axial velocity profiles when fulcrum point is at Fig. 11: Axial velocity profiles when fulcrum point divides
the middle of the glottis. Parts (a), (b) and (c) the glottis in the ratio 1:3.  Parts (a), (b) and (c)
correspond to velocity profiles at glottal inlet, correspond to velocity profiles at glottal inlet,
fulcrum point location and glottal outlet fulcrum point location and glottal outlet
respectively. respectively.

many  distinctive  features  than  those at the inlet and the fulcrum point is nearer to the inlet. This observation
mid-glottal position presented previously. During the is in line with the reduction of amplitude in the cross-
transition from extreme convergent to parallel sectional area of the glottis at the inlet with this change in
configuration, the peaks of velocity profiles reduce from position of fulcrum point already discussed in the context
the highest value to the lowest value and recover its of Figure 4. Moreover, there is an increase in velocity in
velocity peaks to some greater extent in parallel to the vicinity of the side walls at the entry section
divergent configuration but smaller than the value in the indicating reduction in flow reversal at the inlet near the
extreme convergent configuration. It may also be noted walls with change in position of the fulcrum point from the
that the reverse flow exists lateral to the glottal exit due to middle towards the entry of the constriction.
negative velocity near the corners of positive middle From Figure 11 (b), we note in the axial velocity
peaks of velocity profiles. profiles at the current fulcrum point location that there are

Figure 11 shows axial velocity profiles at the glottal no small velocity steps on either side of the velocity
inlet, fulcrum point location and the glottal outlet for the profiles which results into a longer flat central portion of
case when the fulcrum point divides the glottis in the ratio velocity profiles than in the case of Figure 10 (b). The
1:3. By comparing Figs. 10 and 11, we may investigate the longer flat central parts of the velocity profiles extended
effect of fulcrum point location on the velocity profiles at up to the vicinity of walls negate the formation of jet-like
the three axial locations, under consideration. A flow. The present figure also shows that the corners in
comparison of Figs. 10 (a) and 11 (a) reveals that the velocity profiles are not much rounded in all
difference between the peaks of velocity profiles at the configurations, in contrast to those in Figure 10 (b). From
inlet has decreased resulting into smaller amplitude   when the convergent  to   the   divergent    configuration,    the
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Fig. 12: Convergent-divergent angle shown by solid
curve and scaled on the right side of the figure,
overlaid with the flow separation locations
represented by triangles, scaled on the left side
of the figure, for the case of fulcrum point at the
middle of the glottis.

Fig. 13: Convergent-divergent shown by solid curve and
scaled on the right side of the figure, overlaid
with the flow separation locations represented by
triangles, scaled on the left side of the figure, for
the case when fulcrum point divides the glottis in
the ratio 1:3.

velocity peaks grow in values as the inlet flow increases
and gives the largest velocity peak at extreme divergent
configuration which is much smaller than that in the case
of Figure 10 (b). Similarly, the variation of peaks value of
the velocity profiles from the lowest peak to the highest
peak is smaller than that of Figure 10 (b). 

Figure 11 (c) shows the axial velocity profiles at the
outlet of the glottis. Velocity profiles are smoother and
more similar than in the case of Figure 10 (c). There are no

small velocity steps near positive central peaks of velocity
profiles. During the transition from extreme convergent to
parallel, same pattern has been observed as in Figure 10
(c) with smooth velocity profiles. But from parallel to
extreme divergent, the small amplitudes of recovery of
velocity peaks have been viewed. The present part also
depicts the flow reversal lateral to glottal exit due to
negative velocity near the corners of positive middle
peaks of velocity profiles but smaller than that in the case
of Figure 10 (c).

Figure 12 gives the graph of flow separation
locations  represented  by  triangles,  scaled on the left
side of the figure overlaid with convergent-divergent
configuration angle represented by solid line scaled on
the right side of the figure, in the case of fulcrum point
being at the middle of the glottis. We notice that the flow
separation location is harmonized with the motion of
glottal surface. During the convergent configuration of
vocal folds (when > 0), the flow is separated at the end
of the constriction while separation location moves first
inward and then outward within the glottis during the
divergent configuration (when < 0). We observe that the
flow separation location resides near the glottal exit
constriction about 70% of the cycle. 

Figure 13 presents the results of Figure 12 for the
case when the fulcrum point resides at the division of
glottis in the ratio 1:3. It is notable that the flow separation
location remains between the middle and exit constriction
of the glottis. There are no sudden large jumps in
consecutive flow separation locations as found in Figure
12. We also examine that the flow separation location
remains near the glottal exit constriction more than 86% of
the cycle, which is greater than  that  in  the  case of
Figure 12. 

Figure 14 displays the flow visualizations for all
configurations in one cycle oscillation of vocal folds
when the fulcrum point is in the middle of the glottis. The
oscillation of glottal wall starts at the extreme convergent
configuration of vocal folds and flow passes through the
constriction during the extreme convergent to parallel
configuration with the time increment. Next, it moves from
parallel to divergent configuration and attains its position
of being extreme divergent. Vocal folds then, start to move
from extreme divergent to parallel configuration. Finally,
it acquires the initial position of being extreme convergent
after moving from parallel to convergent configuration.
We can also examine the flow separation location from
glottal wall during the oscillation of vocal folds. 
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Fig. 14: Glottal axial velocity for different times during profiles are physically consistent with each other.
one complete cycle of vocal folds for Reynold This validates our model and the numerical results. 
number 1000 for the case of fulcrum point at the Glottal boundary deformation can successfully be
middle of the glottis. represented by seesaw-like motion of a flat surface

Fig. 15: Glottal axial velocity for different times during jet flow is smoothed out at the outlet and flow
one complete cycle of vocal folds for Reynold separation locations are concentrated at the exit.
number 1000 for the case of fulcrum point Considering the behavior of proposed model, it may
dividing the glottis in the ratio1:3. be expected that the model will be useful in studying

Figure 15 presents flow visualizations for all realistic synthesizers and designing the artificial aids.
configurations in one cycle oscillation of vocal folds
when the fulcrum point divides the glottis in the ratio 1:3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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